MESSAGE TO THE READER

Flash! Northwestern rocks of revolution. What is happening here? Please explain. Have outside agitators come in from the cold? Has the Conspiracy struck? Or is everybody merely stoned out of their minds? Survey the situation, George.

Following the lead of the blacks (2 clubs), radicals jumped head first into the UDC fight. Great move for solidarity, not to mention a fantastic ego-trip.

TEST: Circle the one word which does not belong in this series.
   a) White
   b) Middle-class
   c) Student
   d) Revolutionary

Perhaps the whites should make sure their heads are all together? We seem possessed of an abundance of revolutionary rednecks. "We're real proud of our niggers. They're real radicals." So what are you doing, honky? Black leaders are no better than white leaders. Don't follow leaders. Watch them parking meters.

Some of you may not be up for revolution, just tired of all the garbage being dumped on you by the University. Like doma un-autorial, mandatory deferred rush, parking tickets, and curriculum. At best it's a bore. So do something. Don't talk, rhetoric is cheap. Go, ye, and take action. Be creative, have fun. If you don't enjoy what you're doing, forget it. Some suggestions follow.

1) Walk through Rebecca Crown with your freaky friends. Test doorknobs, inquire about the water supply, etc.

2) Set up appointments with administrators. Demand an explanation.

3) Hold a two-day festival/rally/strife. Who wants to sit in class when it's so beautiful out.

4) Take ads and notices in the Daily. Claim to represent somebody you admire and who could foot the bill. Possibilities: Yippie! (A myth)

   National Movement of Rightist Students (Not a myth)

   ISF
   IASA
   Rocky

5) Get a tent and band and hold an over-night camp-in in the Meadow. Protest the lack of co-ed housing.

6) Send a reser to Rocky

7) Get a guitar and some friends. Go into a class, sing a song, and disappear. Somebody has to provide entertainment.

8) Call up the registrar. Ask how things are, pass the time of day. Working in Crown can be boring.

9) ____________________________ (Write down your own ideas.)

YIPPIE!

The Revolution is dead.

Long live the Revolution.

YIPPIE!